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Continued >

Preparation of Lasting Powers of Attorney (“LPA”)

1 LPA 2 LPAs 4 LPAs
Financial or health and 
welfare for 1 person

Financial and health and 
welfare for 1 person or 
financial or health and welfare 
for 2 people

Financial and health and 
welfare for 2 people

£600 £900 £1,200

If registration of the powers take place once Brachers have completed the LPA and the certificate 
provider has signed, we will register for FREE. The court application fee will be £82 per power of 
attorney that is registered with the court.

Acting as the certificate provider (where Brachers did not complete LPA)

1 LPA 2 LPAs 4 LPAs
Financial or health and 
welfare for 1 person

Financial and health and 
welfare for 1 person or 
financial or health and welfare 
for 2 people

Financial and health and 
welfare for 2 people

£250 £300 £350

Revocation of LPA / EPA 1 LPA / EPA 2 LPAs / EPAs
£100 £150

Registration of enduring power of attorney
£500

Christopher Eriksson-Lee
Head of Estate Planning 
and Probate
01622 776465
christophereriksson-lee@
brachers.co.uk

Client comment

“A very professional 
and efficient service 
provided in a very 
kind and considerate 
manner”
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All Brachers charges are subject to VAT at the 
prevailing rate. If a matter begins but does 
not complete time will be charged at an hourly 
rate to the point of non-completion.  

If an objection is raised to registration of 
the LPA or EPA the fixed fees above do not 
include time that will be spent in dealing with 
the objection procedure.  This will be charged 
separately in accordance with our hourly 
charging rates.

Where a capacity issue arises and it is 
necessary to seek further expert opinion in 
relation to the level of capacity any time 
spent in instructing medical experts to provide 
capacity assessments, assisting with the 
completion of the capacity assessment and 
liaising with the medical expert to obtain the 
completed report will be charged at an hourly 
rate in addition to the fixed fees detailed 
above.  

It is difficult to estimate how much time will 
be spent in obtaining capacity reports but we 
would estimate that it could take between 
2 – 3 hours in addition to any charges that 
a medical expert may raise in relation to the 
preparation of the report.  You may therefore 
wish to consider instructing an independent 
medical expert in order to save further costs 
in respect of the completion of a capacity 
assessment.

A property and affairs LPA does not revoke 
a signed enduring power of attorney.  If it 
is necessary to revoke an existing enduring 
power of attorney this will need to be done by 
a deed of revocation.  Our charges for this are 
set out in the table on the first page.

Should you require a general power of 
attorney to assist with the administration of 
your property and affairs until the LPA has 
been registered our charge for preparing each 
general power will be £150 plus VAT.

If you require an advance directive to be 
prepared to accompany your LPA this will 
be charged at the hourly rate of the person 
dealing with the matter.  We would estimate 
it to take between 2-3 hours to complete an 
advance directive.  If however your requests 
and wishes are complex we reserve the right to 
adjust this estimate according to complexity.


